Event-related potential concomitants of information processing dysfunction in schizophrenic children.
ERPs were recorded from 10 schizophrenic and 13 normal children during the performance of the Span of Apprehension task (Span). This task involves the discrimination of a randomly placed target letter among distractors, and it has been shown to discriminate between normal and schizophrenic individuals. The EEG was recorded at 7 scalp loci, and ERPs were averaged over a 1500 msec interval initiated by a warning tone which preceded the visual Span stimuli by 500 msec. Stimulus arrays were grouped into 4 levels of difficulty. The data from both subject groups were combined in a single principal components analysis (separate PCAs exhibited few differences between groups) generating 8 rotated factors which were readily interpreted in terms of conventional ERP components. Factor scores for the two groups were examined using Analysis of Variance. The schizophrenic children produced a small CNV which was slow to develop and resolve as well as diminished amplitudes for the N1, P3 and slow wave components. This suggests that these children are impaired in their ability to regulate processes involved in the mobilization and direction of attention and the discrimination of target stimuli. Significantly, the schizophrenic children did not show progressive increases in N1 and SW amplitudes in response to increases in information processing demand (array difficulty) as was the case in the normal children. ERP components of the schizophrenic children were most aberrant at frontal leads, but midline and lateralized deficits were also seen at vertex and posterior recording sites.